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LP Architecture, based in London, is
testing the combined
use of HDR (High Dynamic Range) cameras from
Spheron-VR and the next
generation in computer
simulation
technologies
from Eclat Digital Recherche to make visualisations
of future glass buildings
much more accurate.
Currently, most visualisations are made with a process of trial and error, and
visualisers make an educated guess about how the
glass façade of a building
will look. This process is
relatively inaccurate, given
that it has no basis in actual
data about either the ligh-
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ting conditions on-site or
the proposed type of glass
itself. As modern windows
and glass facades become
more complex, the ability
of architects to visualise
buildings accurately becomes further compromised.
The large numbers of types
of glass, including lowiron glass, solar control
glass, self-cleaning glass,
and the complex make-up
of sophisticated modern
glazing systems incorporating multiple layered
units with different coatings, makes this a huge
challenge.
One recent example of
the problematic nature of educated gues-
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swork is the Vdara hotel
in Las Vegas, Nevada. The
building designers expected
sunlight reﬂections on the
building’s curved glass
wall, but their guess at the
appropriate level of glazing
needed to counter the effect
was inaccurate. As a result,
the area surrounding the
hotel swimming pool was
bathed in light so hot
during certain hours, it
became known among
staff and the press as “the
Vdara death ray” because
of its ability to burn guests
and even melt plastic. It’s
exactly this kind of dilemma that makes more accurate computer models so
important to designers and
architects.
By contrast, PLP prefers
a more complete and modern approach: it is working with Eclat Digital Recherche, a French company
which produces the Ocean
Light Simulator software,
to deliver heightened accuracy to the ﬁrm’s upcoming
projects. This revolutionary software allows rendering pictures based on
complex glass properties,
measured on glass samples
from the building cladding,
which are scanned in a
specialist laboratory. This
machine tests the colour of
the glass, refractive and reﬂective values across all the
visible wavelengths of the
colour spectrum and at various angles and produces
data which can be converted into a bespoke ‘material
deﬁnition’ which describes
how that piece of glass re-
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sponds to light within the
software. This gives a more
accurate, data-based method of understanding how
a speciﬁc variety of glass will
behave in various lighting
conditions.
PLP is also working to
make visualisation of glass
buildings even more accurate using the SpheronVR Camera. Their HDR
technology is able to retain all relevant information while capturing a full
panoramic image. High
Dyanmic Range imaging
means measuring the real
world luminosity as it is,
without clipping of pixels
or bleaching of regions
within the image. Thus, if
an object in an image is a
million times brighter than
another object, then its pixel values should be a million times higher, and not
just 255.
Thanks to these unique
cameras, an image of the
building’s proposed site
can be taken in a full 360
degrees (with up to 100
mega pixels of resolution)
. The camera records the
colour and quality of the
lighting at a certain time of
day in certain weather conditions as a high dynamic
range image to record the
real-world measurements
of luminosity. (full 32-bit
image data and a dynamic
range of 26 f-stops in a single scan).
This dataset is then fed into
the Ocean Light Simulator,
providing a highly accurate approximation of realworld lighting conditions.
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The combination of these two techniques, which allow a
new level of accuracy in approximating both the performance and appearance of glass facades, and the lighting
conditions in a speciﬁc location, means that PLP can deliver the next generation of glass buildings with the most
accurate visualisations possible.
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